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Acentury and a half after first being pub-
lished, the surreal classic “Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland” still fascinates readers and

inspires artists with its eerie and iconic fantasy
world. An exhibition in the British Library traces
how the story and its characters quickly took on a
life of their own after the publication of the book in
1865, inspiring spin-off merchandising, music and
early film.

Visitors to the show in London wander through
large distorted mirrors and illustrations that walk
them through the plot of the book, before discov-
ering the history of how it became a classic.

James Devine, 66, spoke rapturously of the book
as he remembered reading it as a child in 1950s
Glasgow. “It’s fascinating. It takes you into another
world. I loved it, particularly the Cheshire Cat,”
Devine told AFP. “You get carried away with it.”

The exhibition begins with how the story was
born: on a summer’s day in Oxford in 1862, when
Charles Dodgson, a maths tutor who took the pen
name Lewis Carroll, took a boat trip with 10-year-
old Alice Liddell and two of her sisters, and told
them a story.

At the heart of the exhibits is a display of the
original leather-bound manuscript later written
down by Carroll by hand with 37 careful illustra-
tions and presented to Alice in 1865 with the dedi-
cation “a Christmas gift to a dear child, in memory

of a summer day”. Liddell sold the manuscript for a
record price in 1928 to an American collector, but it
was gifted to the British Museum after World War II
“as an expression of thanks to a noble people who
kept Hitler at bay for a long period single-handed”.

A book of the original manuscript, with its old
title “Alice’s Adventures Under Ground” has been
published this year in a luxury edition by French
publishing house Les Saint Peres to mark the 150th
anniversary.

Dodgson revised the manuscript, taking out
personal passages and adding new sections for
publication under his pen name “Lewis Carroll”.
“Lewis Carroll was as charming, imaginative and
attractive as the tutor Charles Dodgson was boring,
dull and stern,” said Belgian writer Amelie Nothomb
who wrote the introduction to the newly published
early version.The book came out in November
1865 with illustrations by artist John Tenniel that
were to make the story and its characters iconic.
“It’s now part of our cultural consciousness,” said
Helen Melody, a curator of the exhibition. 

“The text of the story is very rich but doesn’t
contain much description...  there’s a lot of room in
the story for different interpretations, different
ways to imagine.”

‘There’s darkness in there’ 
The exhibition makes clear how central the visu-

al interpretation of  Carroll’s world has been
throughout the decades, tracing how Alice has
been  re-imagined many times over and continues
to shapeshift.

Alice was depicted as a cherubic redhead by
illustrator Mabel Lucie Attwell, and with the true
dark hair of the real Liddell by others, in images
alternately sweet and sinister, many coloured by
the context of the time, such as the world wars.

Several visitors to the show recalled that the
book frightened them when they were children.

Alicia Phyall, 24, a pink-haired theatre assistant
from Kent, got an Alice-themed tattoo on her leg in
honour of the 150th anniversary. “I just love it,” she
said. “It’s so different. It’s scary, I remember when
my dad read it to me first I was terrified.”

“It’s not all sweetness and light, there’s darkness
in there,” added her mother Helen Merchant, 58.
The blonde Alice with the blue dress began to
emerge as the definitive image in the first half of
the 20th century, and was cemented by Disney in
their 1951 animated film that introduced the work
to new readers.

Visitors can explore decades of artists’ inspira-
tion from the work, from a 1903 silent film, to art
and music such as Jefferson Airplane’s “White
Rabbit” in the psychedelic 1960s, to a modern-day
video game.

Due to the quick success of the book after its ini-

tial publication, Carroll began to work on a sequel
and helped develop merchandise linked to the
book like teacups, toys and biscuit tins.

The tradition is continued with a pop-up sou-
venir shop linked to the exhibition, filled with
Alice-themed dolls, bow ties and jewellery. — AFP

A file photo taken on May 18, 2015, shows exhibitors dressed as “The Hatter” (L) and “Alice in Wonderland” drinking tea
whilst sheltering from the rain under an umbrella on the David Harbor stand at the 2015 Chelsea Flower Show in
London. — AP

Actress Tonia Miller from the performing arts group Teatro Vivo perform during a “Mad Hattter’s Tea Party” during an
event marking the 150th anniversary of the publication of “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland” at The Story Museum in
Oxford. — AP

Alice still shapeshifting 150 years after Wonderland

Actress Sarah Finigan from
the performing arts group
Teatro Vivo who plays the

role of Queen of hearts
attends a mock trial during

an event marking the 150th
anniversary of the publica-

tion of “Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland”. — AP

Studs & Drops 
festival at Malabar
Gold & Diamonds

Malabar Gold & Diamonds, the leading jew-
ellery retailer announced the details of its
unique campaign - ‘Studs & Drops

Festival’ in the entire showrooms in Kuwait show-
casing an extensive collection of earrings, giving
their customers a unique chance to witness and
own studs and drops from over 20 countries in
gold, diamond and platinum. This festival runs
from 26 Nov to 05 Dec 2015. 

The jewellery chain presents a marvelous range
of ear rings and studs for today’s woman, keeping
in mind the different roles she plays at work and at
home and the way she adorn herself differently on
special occasions and in everyday life. This exclu-
sive festival gives their customers a unique chance
to choose from a stunning collection of earrings
designed and handcrafted by skilled artisans
around the world, ranging from lightweight daily
wear to heavy party wear in traditional as well as
international designs to suit every occasion.

Their branded jewellery, Era- uncut diamond
jewellery, Ethnix- hand crafted designer jewellery,
Mine- diamonds unlimited, Divine- Heritage jew-
ellery, Precia- precious gem jewellery and Starlet-
kids jewellery will also be on display during the
festival. 

To add customer’s delight, the group also offers
‘Zero Deduction Exchange’ facility through which
customers can update their old ornaments to the
latest collection of Malabar Gold & Diamonds
without any loss. Any 22 ct old gold ornaments
can be exchanged with the latest Malabar Gold &
Diamonds designs by paying only making charges
ensuring they don’t lose any value on the rate of
gold. The customers also get a fabulous chance to
buy 8 gm gold coins with absolutely no making
charges from any of Malabar Gold & Diamonds
outlets in GCC during this period. 

Malabar Gold & Diamonds is always at the fore-
front when it comes to promotions and festivals.
The immaculate collection of studs and drops are
available at their outlets in Kuwait with their
unique exchange offers and buyback policies. The
jewellery chain offers lifetime free repair and main-
tenance service for all its products.

It’s approaching 7pm and some among the
crowd at the entrance to “the Jungle” in Calais
are growing tired of the spectacle. For three

hours riot police have fired tear gas down onto
them from a motorway bridge to keep them
inside Europe’s most notorious migrant camp on
the north coast of France. Stones whizz back in
response.  For once, the residents of what
Doctors Without Borders calls this “shameful...
squalid, state-sanctioned shanty town” are
grateful for the fierce wind whipping in from the
Channel.

Time to go to the theatre
A small group of Afghans peels off to walk

arm-in-arm back through the second-hand
clothes market at the crossroads between
“Afghanistan” and the Sudanese section, past
“Eritrea” with its large plywood Orthodox church,
to the big white domed tent rising from the
mud of this former rubbish dump.  Their beacon
in the darkness is the Good Chance Theatre, set
up in September by two young British play-
wrights known as “Joe and Joe”.  There’s some
kind of performance every night, and
Wednesday’s was a two-hour variety show, a
kind of “The Jungle’s Got Talent”.  A cheeky ver-
sion of “Clandestino”, Manu Chao’s song about
illegal immigrants in the US-”Africano clandesti-
no, Afghani clandestino, Pakistani clandestino”-is
met with cheers and howls of laughter.  Then a
young Iranian in a hoodie comes in, bent from
the cold, and asks for a guitar.

‘Mission Impossible’ 
He takes off his gloves and flicks out his fin-

gers like a gunslinger and begins to play a con-
certo by the Spanish composer Rodrigo.  As it
finishes, all you can hear is the sound of the
wind and the lorries on the motorway heading

to the port and on to England, where almost
everyone in the room is risking their life to get
to. 

Seventeen have died in the attempt since
June.  Every night the migrants wait for the traf-
fic to slow as it backs up from the ferry terminal
before trying to clamber into moving lorries.  A
young Kurdish man nurses a wound on his hand
where he claims a lorry driver slashed him with a
knife as he clung onto his cab earlier in the day.
“He was afraid. I was afraid, he wanted to kill me,”
he said.  Others walk the 15 kilometres (nine
miles) to try their luck at the heavily-guarded
entrance to the Channel Tunnel.  “There is a
scene in the first ‘Mission Impossible’ film where
they jump on top of a moving Eurostar train.
That happens every night here,” said Joe
Robertson, who set up the theatre with his co-
writer Joe Murphy.  They stumbled into “the

Jungle” in August on their way south to research
Europe’s migrant crisis only to realise the “worst
refugee situation of all” was on their doorstep. 

NGOs accuse the British and French govern-
ments of trying to make life in “the Jungle” as
unbearable as possible to deter further
migrants.  A site is now being cleared to put up
weatherproof tents for 1,500 people, less than
half “the Jungle’s” present population.

“How could people care if they don’t know
who these people are?” Murphy said. 

“That is where the theatre comes in, it allows
people to tell their stories... and to explain who
they are to the rest of the world through Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook.”

Refugees-including an actor who says he
dubbed “Tom and Jerry” into Kurdish in Iraq-not
only star in the nightly shows, but also give day-
time workshops in everything from drawing to

kung fu.  Leading British stage figures, including
Oscar-nominated director Stephen Daldry,
pitched in to get the theatre off the ground and
it has now morphed into “the Jungle’s town hall”,
Murphy said. 

Cholera fear 
“The reason ‘the Jungle’ is so bad is because

this is not classified as a refugee situation,” said
Robertson. “Which is why we have unaccompa-
nied children walking around looking for their
next meal and why I am worried cholera is going
to become a problem this winter.” Robertson
spent eight days in hospital after falling ill follow-
ing a month in the camp.

“There were people in there with broken legs
and backs from trying to get to England. People
don’t realise the power of hope. It is not Tom
Cruise or James Bond doing this, it is little 13-
year-olds like Mohammad (an Afghan boy) who
came up with a strategy to scale the three fences
around the Channel Tunnel entrance with his
uncle. 

“They lay still without food and water during
daylight and climbed one fence every night. His
uncle got through but Mohammad was caught
and came back to the theatre half dead but hap-
py his uncle had made it.” After two hours of
non-stop singing, the night’s show ends with a
frenzied Pashtun drummer that gets most of the
200 or so people inside up dancing.  Baraa, a 31-
year-old English teacher from the Syrian city of
Hama, has spent the day photographing the
camp and the clashes with police to make “post-
cards” of life at the site. “I will try to get to
England tonight,” he said. “You cannot hold back
humanity with a fence.”  — AFP

Migrants dance and play music in a makeshift theatre, in the so-called “Jungle” migrant
camp in Calais, northern France. — AFP photos

Migrants listen to a guitarist performing in a makeshift theatre. 

Theatre keeps hope alive in the 
mud, tears of Calais ‘Jungle’

Migrants take part in theatre and music lessons in a makeshift theatre. — AFP


